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About This Game

Michiru's quest to save the world by sealing the Chaos that threatens it is progressing flawlessly... except for the fact that her
fellow Magical Girl and rival, Kazuki, is beating her at every turn! She wants to prove her worth as a Magical Girl, and win the

Magic wish that can make her dreams come true, but so far, all she's proven is that she's a failure.

Then, just as it seems that Michiru may have actually done something right for once, and earned Kazuki's respect in the process,
a flash of light and an ominous rumbling noise interrupt her rejoicing. Michiru is dumbfounded, while Kazuki merely remarks:

"I never thought it would come so soon..." Just what could be heading their way?

This visual novel, a spinoff of the popular "Fruit of Grisaia" series, follows Michiru's adventures in an anime-like format of 13
episodes. It is split into two Parts: Part 2 continues where Part 1 leaves off, and contains the last 6 episodes.
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The best way I can describe this game is it seems to have been designed and written by someone who saw some screenshots of
Myst, and then had someone give them a rough description of it and Adventure games in general. The puzzles are simplistic and
don't seem to relate to the story progression, which is rudamentary, at best. While the Myst series has extensive backstory that's
hinted at and expanded on throughout which gives you the sense that you're only seeing a brief snippet of a larger history (and
the end of it, at that). Conversely this game briefly mentions a backstory and then doesn't expand on any of it. The voice acting
is pretty terrible and NPC interaction felt very mechanical. Myst had the right idea in keeping NPC interactions to a bare
minimum, the technology simply wasn't there to be able to do anything with it, but this game was released ELEVEN years after
and, while Myst felt like it was a decade ahead of its time, Aura feels like it was released a decade too late.

I was only able to get through to just past the statue scene seen in the sample screenshots above before I got bored. So perhaps it
gets better after that, but I doubt it. There is a sequel, and even a third one on its way, so clearly some people like it.. The setting
is ancient Persia with lots of mythical stuff, magic, etc. That's my favorite part of the game, especially the simurgh. The player
character is OK, she's certainly brave although her voice got on my nerves a bit. There's a romantic subplot with the male
companion, lots of banter that felt like it was trying to be Romancing the Stone or something. He keeps underestimating her, she
keeps proving him wrong. I appreciate that he comes around but in the beginning he's kind of a jerk and that was annoying.
There's also a genie companion, she was super cute. The puzzles are simple, but finding the palace markings was actually pretty
tricky, some of them are well disguised. All in all, I enjoyed playing and would recommend.. I'd really like to recommend this,
but I just can't. If you're into arcade-style racing games this is pretty fun, but be warned that there are some major flaws in the
game design.

1. The unlocking system is hopelessly illogical. You'll unlock events that you'll need a race car to have a reasonable chance at
winning before you ever have an opportunity to unlock a race car.

2. The game does not react to nor restrict your car selection. As such, most of the events cease to be challenging at all once
you've unlocked a better car.

3. Rubber-band AI that reacts to your score. This may sound neat in principle, but in practice it means that racking up several
thousand points to earn a larger time bonus will result in the computer-controlled cars getting impossible speed increases and
streaking off into the distance. This becomes even more ridiculous if you're driving a fast car with a setting that gives you a lot
of extra points: You can be boosting constantly and still never catch up to people on the track, even though you'll "pass" them by
several seconds after accounting for your time bonus.

4. Broken bonus mechanics for certain cars. If your car gives you a 50% point bonus for doing something, you'll have those
points added to the score as you do the trick, then ANOTHER 50% of that already inflated value after the trick is completed.
With some end-game vehicles that offer 150% bonuses for drafting, it's possible to rack up 8000 points before the first corner,
which will result in the AI overreacting to your score in the way I described above.

5. There is *ZERO* online community for this game. As such, unless you can convince several friends to get the game and set
up a server, you're not going to get those achievements or be able ot mess around online.

6. Controller issues. The XBOX controller is treated in a generic fashion, resulting in semi-unhelpful tooltips telling you to press
"JOYBUTTON0" to boost or "JOYBUTTON4" to match another car's speed. It also seems you have to explicitly go into the
menu and tell the game that you intend on using a controller before it will respond to that input at all. Bizarrely, pause is
permanently bound to the controllect's "Back" button.

7. Engrish. A minor nit-pick, but still worth mentioning. It doesn't look like they had anyone proofread the tutorial. Oh
well....after a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 ton of crashes,bugs and other stuff. Just nope.
The camera, the movement and the fighting is just cancer (rip eyes).
I waited a long time to try this game, and I did not get disappointed~
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It is really trash.
The game is thousand of years away from being finished.
Time to get my money back :3. fantastic vn, highly reccomended
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The ones who released this in Steam need to polish the game a bit further. I could remember my childhood days back when I
played this '04-'03. Internet in the Philippines then was accessed through a dialup modem, and the DSL was fairly new back
then, this was the time I got into the game quite avidly.
The ones who released this (can't refer to them as devs, as I'm aware this one's a private server) need to polish it all up..
Confusing layout and not responsive. seems right now it will be what it is.. I ware thinking how to review this game, but my
problem is now gone. The servers are down but so should steam store page (especially the possibility to buy not working DLC!).
A fantastic, lively composition of strings, woodwinds, and horns to compliment a fantastic game. I favorited 12 of 27 tracks on
the first listen.

When hearing "Twin Sails" the first time, I thought I was listening to Jeremy Soule. It's that good.. did not like. Unplayable atm.
Matches take a long time then randomly end saying you get a negative placement.

plz update and i will change to upvote!. Masterpiece.
A film should be made on this.
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